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Weleon1e lron1
... the students
To the new students,
On behalf of the student
body of Northeast.em Illinois
University, I would like to
welcome all of the freshmen to
our campus.
It has been said that a
university is full of knowledge ;
the freshmen bring a little in
and the seniors take none
away, so knowledge accumulates.

Barbara Cook

Rebert J. Kosinski

. ·.. the adn1lnistratlon
Hi! It's great you have
chosen to attend Northeastern.
I hope your academic career
here will be rewarding, worthwhile, fun, challenging and
just a totally good experience.
As a beginning step in that
direction, this annual issue of
your student newspaper, Print,
is dedicated to helping you
become aware of the important
"where's", "who'.s", and
"how's" of the University.
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The service areas of Student
Affairs (Financial Aid, ·University Counseling Center, Career
Services, Health Service, Special Programs, Women's Services, Community Services·,
. Student Activities and the
Commuter Center) are organized to give you non-academic
support as you pursue your
academic career., The Office of
the Vice President for Student
Affairs (B-104) is concerned

fhad"ent

by Daniel C. Kielson
I don't really remember hov., it
all got started.
Certainly I can't say the path
was clearly charted.

There's the Print and the ·
glamorous bi-line.
To follow the team and look
for the bunt sign.

There may have been a request .
er
there.
Perhaps it. came at a time my
ego needed repair.

And speaking of baseball. I
can write with zest.
It -may ev!ffl get me a trip to
the southwest.

Maybe it was intuition,

How about the band, maybe
there I'll get my ffuig:·
And play the songs that make
the whole world sing.

To pursue my singular mission.
But whatever the reason, I did
get involved.
And my quest to contribute
reasonably resolved.
In thinking back, there were
man_y choices_. . __ _ _
What to pursue? I kept
listening for voices.

with these areas meeting the
changing needs , of students
and ask that you let us know if
you feel we are not sensitive
to student support needs ...
we'd also like to know if you
think we're providing meaningful services.
Good luck!
Barbara A. Cook
Assistant to the
Vice President
for Student Affairs

What instrument .to plar? The
winds I despise.
And to carry a tuba, I really
sympathize.
Percussion, horn, double reed,
they're all so bland.
Come to think of it, maybe I
won't ioin the band.

And there's fOC>tball ; I was
good in high school.
But with the size of the guys
here, I'm like a molecule.
Someone told me to join S \M,
but what's SAM?
Some organizational chart that
resembles a monogram?
And perhaps for the Senate I
could campaign.
Although from my wheeling
dealing I'd have to abstain.
Arid the CCAB, I know what
that is.
But what pray tell me is the
Orchesis?
I think I'll narrow my choice
to Justice or Student Aide.
That way whatever happens,
at least I'll get paid.

... tb-~
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pianist, a professional photo- complaining because ·he or she
grapher, two of the best poker wasn't able to get away from
players I've ever helped sup- home, and participate in the
port, and a platoon of pool un_d ergraduate revels that they
aharksthat·would ' give.Minne- imagine occur at Macomb ,
sota Fats a run for his money. . DeKalb, Ch(lmpaign, and other
We discuss lot: argue quite points East and West. Often
a bit, and quarrel not infre- . these individuals - and their
quently, about almost any- less · vocal compatriots Tom Hoberg
thing you could imagine. 'retaliate' by tuning off to
On behalf of the faculty, Liberals and conservatives Northeastern. They trudge
welcome to Northeastern. holler at each other about sullenly to class, leave campus
There are more than four Carter, Reag·a n, Thompson, as soon as possible, and make
hundred of us ; _we come in a and Bilandic. Cub fans and it a point to have as little
variety of shapes and sizes and Sox fans holler at each other, contact with the Northeastern ·
are, for the most part, a mixed and both groups sneer at the community as they can.
and interesting lot.
renegade half-dozen who furThis attitude is more than
We have assembled here · tively support the Yankees. unfortunate - it is stupid.
from all over the world and our Butallofusshareonething: . a Stupid because Northeastern
, interests both professional and community of purpose; or to has so much to offer to anyone
pleasurable, are considerably put it less pompously, we all - student, faculty, or admindiverse. There are, among my are here for only one reason: istrator - who is even mildly
friends, experts in quantum Because you are here.
interested. I know you are
physics, Baroque music, ocean•
Never forget that. You, acquainted with our Sports
ography, cost accounting , individually and collectively, program - both intercollea do 1es cent psycho 1o g Y, are the reason this university giate and intramural - and
medieval literature, and mo· exists, and you are, in large · our newspaper brought to you
dern dance. I am also amiably · measure, responsible for the today through the efforts of
acquainted with (in their spare · quality o( that existence. quite a few interested individtime) a concert cellist, a jazz Occasionally I hear a student uals. But were you aware, for

a

That comment, obviously, is
a very pessimistic view of
higher education, and, in my
opinion, not totally true as ·I
can admit to learning more
than. a few vital facts in my
four years at Northeastern. I
must also confess that I never
learned anything that I didn't
want to learn, and I think that
rings true with ~most of my
fellow students as it will with
you.
A college education like
anything, is what you make of
it. A college can be a prison, .a
playground, or a panacea. For
some, though, it will be merely
a college with education as the
ultimate goal.
The college does not pwmise
to provide its students with
jobs after four years, or even

better jobs. The college does ·
not assure success for its
students, or a better standard
of living. The college doesn't
even guarantee that it stu·
dents will graduate with more
knowledge than with which
they came.
The college is a student's
motivation for self-betterment
when all of the other bases
have already been covered. It
is not a Utopia where all of
life's problems just disappear.
Nor is it an · ivory tower
intended to keep the student
away from all trouble and
adversity. A university can
help the student to deal with
his problems but it won 't solve
those problems for him.
I am personally proud to be
a student at Northeastern
Illinois University and I know ,
that most of you will also be
proud. UNI is not Harvard
and makes no claims to be,
because such claims mean
nothing. The freshmen of UNI,
just as Harvard freshmen , will
all have four years in which to
decide how much their diplomas will be worth.
With best wishes,
Robert J. Kosinski
President of the student body

It's all over now, I've paid my
dues.
I went home after meetings
and drank my booze.
The frustration was intense.
The rewards immense.
And although there were times
] wanted to shov,e .it,
There were many more times
when I really loved it.
Daniel Kielson

The working together, that
part
great.

·wa's

When someone approached me
and asked me for a dance.

To feel the friendship that we
could generate.

This is a reprint of an
original poem written by the
Yo{i see, I'm an old student
Vice President of Student
worker from way, way back.
Affairs. He recited this work a
Who showed up tonight to pat
few months ago to honor
us on the back.
student leaders during the
For not too long ago I too took
annual UNI awards night
ceremony.
a chance.
.
......-..;...,:--.. ~,.,.,_
,...
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instance, that Northeastern
_has its own radio station? That
we sponsor several theater and
at · least two dance organizations? That we publish our
own poetry magazine? That
interested people· have formed
groups, clubs, fraternities, sororities, etc. which have something to offer everyone but the
most jaded and pseudo-sophisticated.

___ ________

So join us, in whatever way
you think would be mos t
profitable and enjoyable. Get
involved. Make this you r
university, and help all of us to
. make it a better one. Once
again, weicome to our univer·
sity - to your university. I
think you 'll like it.
Cordially,
Tom Hoberg

Asst. Prof. of English

This issue was made possible for you by
the Counseling Center and the Print.
Materials published herein is not to be
confused with vie~s expressed by the
university administration.
Contributors: Dave Bachi, Barbara Bales,
Mitchell S. Braun, Barbra Cook, Janice
Dawson, Rochelle Gordon, Tom Hoberg,
Daniel Kielson, Robert J. Kosinski,
Sue Lamb, Judy Macior, Beth Mc.Guire,
Bill Rzepka, Diana L. Saunders, John
Stepal, Mary Williams.
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student body. The administraby Judy Macior
By now you've probably tion is constantly attempting
been welcomed many times to get student input in terms
over and have been given the of student participation on
grand tour. I would like to committees and in supporting
take this opportunity to open a student activities. The staff
few doors that may not have is overworked at times but for
every staff member who· isn 't
been opened on the tour. I
wC>uld like to talk about college very helpful and doesn't seem
life and Northeastern from a to care you 'll find 10 who are
student's point of view (A helpful and do care.
cynical student point of view).
I don't, by any means, care
I came to UNI in 1975 as a to present a rosey picture of
transfer student. Northeastern college life here. Northeastern
was different three years ago. has a lot of problems and if
We had a complete turnover in you pick ~p the ~nt you 'll
administration the curriculum see that I m the first one to
has been ch~ged, standards ' point t~em out every week. But
are tougher, students are given I feel if one looks under the
more responsibility, and there surface at the prevailing
seems to be a genuine caring ,attitude here, it's good.
for each other on behalf of
Life at UNI has been many
different members of the things for me.. .it's the lady in
registration who has three
university community.
people
on hold and is helping
·· Northeastern today is a nice
four
students
register at once;
place to be. The classes are
it's
cramming
for tests (which
challenging, but most of the
faculty members care enough one shouldn't do), it's cam,to give that little extra help if paigning for school office (in
needed. The students are more October and February the
organized and have \ recently school looks like a massive
· been working together to version of the 41st ward office
actualize goals of the entire in Chica~o); workin~ on the

1tr~i~~ ~:-:~d~:~

and how not to cram for tests
· and to emphasis that this is a
~=~e~i!~;
the class that closed two · , lot different from high schooi,
plus other pearls of wisdom
people ahead of me ; standing
that a graduate could give to
in long lines waiting to pay my
students. I'm. afraid I can't do
bill; going to sunrise services
this; we're all individuals with
(8 o 'clock classes) ; writing
different needs and interests. I
papers for English 101 ; fitting
in that last class so ·I can take ' can, however , make a few
suggestions on how to make
the pre-requesite to the preyour college life a little less
requisite; taking part in
painful. One suggestion is, if
intramural volleyball (I will
you ·have to work, try to get a
not comment on how the
part-time job at Northeastern.
Prints' volleyball team did this
There are student aide jobs
year); worrying about - how a
available (see the financial aide
$13,000 budget will run a
office) which enable you to cut
$20,000 newspaper ; going on
down on traveling time. Don't
band tour; having lunch in the
cram for tests, but if you need
" buff' ; making friends who
a quiet place to review before ·
I 'II have for a lifetime;
the test don't pick the study
learning how to budget my
carrels in the · halls, if you do
time (fitting 42 hours into a 24
you'll be serenaded by piano
hour day); juggling a part
music in A-wing, and be
time job with a full time course
herded thru lines outside of the
load; and walking across stage
cashiers' office). The best place
at Arie Crown to receive my
I've found to study is the
diploma knowing that Northb.a seinent of the library. This
eastern Illinois University preis the quietest pince in the
pared me well enough that I
school. Another suggestion is
can go into graduate work .. .
td not do what I did my first
. Someone suggested that I
semester in college: I signed
make mention of how to
up for · five classes back to
budget time if you're working
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·
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back. I can't emphasis enough
to try and get involved in
student activities. There are
some interesting people out
here to meet and some fun
things you can take part in.
If you run into problems at
UNI there are a few different
places you can go for assistance. I will , recommend the
places which I found helpful. If
you have a problem academically, see your faculty advisor
in your major area ; if you need
to take to someone about a
problem, the University Counseling Center is there (services
are free); if you get a case of
the red tape blues, or feel an
, injustice is being served to you
or someone else, stop in to the
Dean of Students office or to
the Student Government office
- their job is to help and
represent you, and knowing
the · individuals in both offices
I feel comfortable recommending their services. ·
Welcome to Northeastern.
The best prediction I .c an make
is that your next 4· 10 years
here will be interesting .... .

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVE.R SITY .. -·•
TELEPHONE NO. 583-4050 - INFORMATION
FOR APPOINTMENTS WITH FACUL TY -l\DVISORS

-MCIT· oi1':tU1~ IMIT J_§ j
- ·OCIT ·111 · SIT
1MB I, 11, llleECFM&eflEleVQE
NAT'l. DENTAL BOARDS

PRINT

Department
Secretary's
Office Number
3-078
C-059
3-030 S-3S8E
S-212G
C-526
S~214H
4-073
2-093
3-040
S-148
S-225H
4-010
3-011
2-046
2-011
2-040
S-346B
4:-086
0-018
3-053
700 East
Oakwood Blvd.
2-052
3-062
S-214D
C-610
S-204G
. Gym
S-217E
2-080
S-313F
2-062
3-089
2-090
4-058
C-618
4-033

Tel. Ext.
8300-01
580-81
660
702-03
763-64
421 -22
754-55
8380
8204
8180-81
737~38 .
765
8326-27
640-41
8130
8120-21
8220-21
780:81
8360-61
8.43 ~-40 ·
771-72
268-7500
8151
8100-01
723-24
560-61
613-14
481-8:'.:
746-4~
8160-6-1
670-71 ·
8250-51
8260-61
8200-01
8~80-81
520-21
628-29

EXPLANATION OF ADVISORS' LOCATIONS:

C - The 6-story "Beehive" building. C-610=6th floor, room 610
CLASSROOM BUILDING -(on Bryn Mawr at Central Park),
3-078=3rd floor , room 078
SCIENCE BUILDING - (south end of carrpus , at Catalpa},
S-2 l 2G=2nd tlqor, room 212G
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Concemted Students of the WSTEC - teacher preparation for culturally different
children - ICB
Wes Walker 3141 W. Jackson
38-5195

Every club listed below started because students like you had an interest, which
grew in~ an idea, and finallr yito !ID active, alive orga~~o_n. We invite you to
contact the clubs which interest you, · to see what you can do, for each other.
Call the advisor, or leave a message in the club mailbox, located in the
mezzanine above the .Book Nook.

Concerned Student Organization CICS - ICB
Anderson Thompson
700 .E. Oakwood Blvd.

Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM) - ICB
Stanley Renas . S-204C
x. 750

Independent Club Board

Sociology Club - ICB
Daniel J. Stem 2-086

The Independent Club board is the largest board of control and has the broadest
range of interest from religious; political and fraternal clubs to departmental clubs,
ethnic organizations and miscellanious interest groups. AU Independent clubs are'
recognized by Student Govemmetn and are funded (religious, political, and social
'groups are not fundedl.
·
There are ten club presidents from amoig the 80 clubs who work on budgeting
and policy moniteering for all of the independent clubs.
l
If you want to meet new friends or further explore a specific area of interest you
will probably find a club for yourself in this board. They have something for
everybody and deal from specific interest to broader levels of concern.
The departmental clubs include:

Catholic Student Center (Newman Club) - ICB
Fr. John Price 5450 N. Kimball 583-6109
3-002 x.643
· Chicano Student Union - ICB
Santos Rivera
Portable 2
Club ltali~o - ICB
Battista Galassi
2-039

Mary L. Burger

3-309

x.8180

BaHa'i Club (temporary charter) - ICB
Paul Nothnagel

x.8228

Muslim Student Association (temporary charter) - ICB
Abdus Salam Ansari S-212C
x.725 -

Political Science Club - ICB
John Murphy
2-076 x.8169 ·

The National Student Speech and Hearing Association - ICB
Libby Mages _- .C~622 - :x._!>34
· - · -

Earth Science -Club - ICB
Moharr Sood
S-146 x.737

x.697

"Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. - Iota Chapter - social - ICB
Delandon Love
·

Federacion Universitaria Socialists Puertor-Riquena (FUSP) - advocates
independence of Puerto Rico - ICB
Jose E . Lopez
4-088 x.8371
Feminists - ICB
Marge Witty
B-114 x.375

Alpha Chi Epsilon (fraternity) - promotes disease research - ICB
Jack Richard.son 3-073 x.8115
Alpha Rho Omega (Sorority) - serves small children - ICB
Angelina Pedroso 2-042
x.8223
Alternative and Innovative Education Club Ulestine Watson C-530 x.427

x.8220

Association for Childhood Education (K-8) - ICB

Pi Sigma Alpha - Theta Lambda Chapter - political Science ..:.. ICB
Charles Pastors
2-068
x.8165

Economics Club - PCB
James Kokoris · S-225D

x.8120

Asian Affairs Club - ICB
Paul Welty
2-074
x.8167

x. 784

Phi Alpha theta - Pi Gamma Chapter - History - ICB
Joseph Morton 4-093
x.8374

Polish Student Alliance - ICB
Miroslav Samchyshyn C-2050

x.709,717

Black Heritage - promotes cultural education - ICB
. William Speller OA-1
x.366

x.8230

S-344H

S-352

Black Caucus - advocates social change - ICB ·
William Speller OA-1
x.365

Forensics Union - debate & oral interpretation - ICB
Joyce Flory
C-625
x.530

Geography Club - ICB
William Howenstine

x.8206

Biology Club - ICB
Jules Lerner & Herbert Stoltze

Music Educators National Conference (MENC )''- ICB
Marie McGuckin C-615
x.576

French Club - ICB
Porette Klein
0~035

.
268-7500

ICB
·

Student Council for Exceptional Children - ICB
Gertrude Meyers
2-099 x.8295
Students' Association for Bilingual Education - ICB
Pedro L. Martinez 3-100 x.8264
\

Students for Isreal -promotes the culture of Isreal - ICB ·
Sheldon Rothstein S-225 x. 748

CCAB

by Rochelle Michaels
CCAB, the Commuter Center Activities Board, is the liason between the
Anthropos (Athropology Club) - ICB
University and entertainers who perform the University campus circuit. CCAB
~ayne Kamau /';. Margo Smith 3-086 x.8307
arranges dances, theatre, novelty acts and lectures, many of national reputation. It
Returning Adults and Transfer Students Club (RATS) - ICB
is also responsible for twice weekly showings of films.
_ Other responsibilities of CCAB ·are to co-sponsor events with other campus
Rose Levinson B-108 x.326
organizations and to work with the Student Activities office in coordinating such
- events as the fall tournaments held in the game room.
:'.
Right to Life Organization - ICB
CCAB also provides students with the opportunity to become involved in the
Valerie Gallagher B-117
x.350
choosing, booking, and hosting of entertainers and speakers, and a chance to
coordinate student sponsored events such as recruitment drives. These experiences
Russian Club - ICB
offer students self-expression and self-development in areas of interpersonal
Serafima Friedman 0-031
x.8233
relations and leadership qualities. CCAB attempts to raise the status of
non-curricular student activities, and to involve the academic disciplines and their
. Sigma Alpha Iota - Music - ICB
students in CCAB offerings which relate to their fields _such as theatre, music and
Elyse Peirick C-629
x.567
political issues. One vehicle of formal instruction in working with the professional
entertainment field is our annual summer showcase.
Spanish Club - ICB
Rosalyn O'Cherony
2-041
x.8222,8229
The UNI box office is a service we provide for students and staff, and to assist
other groups on and off campus in selling their tickets to students. In the near
future, we will sell Chicago Alliance for the Performing Arts vouchers and tickets
Uptown Cultural Society (UPC) - ICB
for area theatres. The advantage of this program will be the_ dise;ount we can
. Glen Stamper
Uptown Peoples Center x. 777
provide.
The Commuter Center Activities Board is granted funds by the Student Fees
and
Allocations Committee of the Student Senate. The monies are then broken
U.S. China Friendship Club - ICB
down for distribution of expenditures for the three 16-week trimesters. Monies are
·-~
Mitchell Vogel 4-008 x.8326
then allocated to the various committees. We encourage students tc participate in
College Students for Children's Services - childcare issues - ICB
these events, since part of your student activities fee has paid for them.
Marge Witty
B-114 x.375
The committees which must have at least five members to remain active are:
Special Interest Music; Special Events; Classical Art ; Theatre and Dance; Roll
College Youth Against Disabilities [CYAD] - adv~tes for the handicapped 'Em Films; Unicom Films; Roving Artists; CTV A ; Concerts ; Lectures; and
ICB
Coffeehaus. FEEL FREE TO GIVE US A CALL AT JU3-4050, Ext. 505-506,
Barbara Bales B-113 x.364
FOR FUJ{.THER INFORMATION.

30,June,1978
Young Democrats_ ICB
David Tompkins 4-089
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Young Socialist Alliance - ICB
Harry White 2-022 x.8135
Art Club
Laverne Ornelas

C-516

x.583

Kl'aJ Yisroel - preserves Jewish cultural identity - ICB
Stan Newman

0-019

x.8240

Lambd~ Sigma Alpha (Sorority) _ social _ ICB ·
Mane C. McGuckin C-214
x.576
Outdoor Recreation - ICB
Violet Johnson
Gym

x.481

Union for Puerto Rican Students - promotes Puerto Rican culture• ICB
Daniel Stern
2-086 x.8206
·'
. Thai Student Association - ICB

Asad Husain

2-073

x.8166

Interpreters Theatre - FAB
Charles Waisman C-167

Tau Kappa_Epsilon [TKEJ 8 social - ICB
· Charles Barber 4-072 x.8365
Psychology Club - ICB
William Pizzi B-113H
Linguistics Club - ICB
Gary Bevington 3-070

The Fine Arts Board consists of fourteen active instrumental.and vocal musical
groups, drama, dance, and art organizations. These clubs offer an excellent
opportunity for students to express themselves creatively. The Assemblage and
Art Club and Student Gallery Committee are concerned with the artistic features.
The Chambers Orchestra, Jazz Ensemble, University Band, and Symphonic Wind
Ensemble utilize different musical literature to offer students a broad experience in
• instrumental mlJiSic. The Opera Workshop, Concert Choir, and Univeristy Chorus
offer vocal students the chance to perform in a large or smaller ensemble situation.
In Interpreters Theatre and Stage Players, students are encouraged to participate
in drama and taJ<e part in actual stage productions. The Forensics Union is the
debate team which allows UNI students a chance to compete with other
universities. Orchesis is a fine dance group which performs regularly, and sponsors
other dance ensembles to come on campus.
· The Fine Arts Board works together to fund and plan these events. If you are ·
interested in joining one of these organizations {they are all open to UNI students)
feel free to contact the club president or faculty advisor. If you are not interested
in joining please feel free to come and watch the performances (they are free).

Jazz Ensemble - F AB
Aaron Home M-115

x.691

x.536

x.571

University Chorus - F AB
James Lucas C-533 x.526

•

x.8114

Wildnerness Society - expands awareness of nature - ICB
Charles Shabica S-142 x.742
Greek Students' Association at Northeastern - ICB
Fojios Litsas 2-047 x.8225
History Workshop (Smash) - ICB
Charles Barber 4-072 x8365

University Concert Band - F AB
Edgar B. Gangware M-116

x.566

Opera Workshop - F AB
Ronald Combs A-126

x.495

Orchesis - dance - F AB
Marge Hobley
A-113

x.666,481

Stage Players - F AB
Durward A. Redd
C-533

x.526

Calling All Northeastern
Students and Faculty
Come on over to

Beck's Bookstore
for all your school needs!
New and Used Textbooks

...

The pla_c_e w,~_h
shelves f~ll of nice
things_~-~ curl up
with.

Beek 's Bookstore
• 340S W. Bryr. Mawr
U 8-2770

"Give US a shot"
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Chamber Orchestra - F AB
James A. Lucas
A-131
Concert Choir - F AB
James Lucas
C-662

gain. in learning how to write/layout a paper or yearbook, program a radio show,
or make a film can be useful later in a job situation. Membership is open to any
full time or part-time student. H you are interested in joining contact the editor or
president of the individual organization.

x.57tr ''·'
x.578

. Symphonic Wind Ensembl~ - F AB.
Edgar B. Gangware
M-116
x.566

Student Government
Are you the type of person who wants to take part in solving problems of
concern to other students? Are you the type of person who wants to be an active
part of your community and find out how it works? Do you want to enhance your
education at Northeastern by having the experience of working with the students
who share these concern!", ? If your answer to these questions are yes (or maybel
then you'll probably be interested in becoming a member of student government.
Student Government consists of 4 officers (President, Vice President, Secretary,
and Treasurerl who are elected for one year terms each January to take office in
March; 25 student senators who are elected in November and January, and student
Supreme Court (five students elected for three year terms) and numerous
committees.
Student Government serves as a policy board for the clubs and organizations on
campus which are resposible for distributing the activity fee, chartepng new clubs,
handling student parking ticket appeals, and maintaining 6 vehicles for clubs'
use.
There are four other boards t hey work with. CCAB, the Commuter Center
Activity Board which runs terrific events year round from rock concerts to
hypnotists and from banana splits to lecture series. The Independent Club Board _
composes another sector of the student population which includes many
interesting organizations. The Fine Arts Board is another body which has much to
offer in t he way -of music and drama groups. The Media Board offers various
publications for students to work with. The Athletic Board is now separate from
Student Government because of its area of specialty.
Recently they fough t for increased student participation on university
commit tees and now we are fortunate to have students on the following university
and student committees, including:
Student Fees and Allocations Committee,
Charter Review Board,
Student Parking Appeals Board,
Student Affairs Council,
Commencement Committee,
University Parking Advisory Board,
Student Health Advisory Committee,
Campus Planning Committee,
University Budgetary Council,
Board Policy Moniteering Committee,
Affirmative. Action Committee,
Advisory Committee to Community Outreach and Continuing Education,
Financial Aide Advisory Committee,
University Eduational Policy Council,
UEPC Grade Redress Committee,
Student Constitution Revision Committee,
Student Faculty Evaluation Committee,
and, the Student Satellite Advisory Committee.
If you're interested in being appointed to one or more of these committees check
with the Student Government offices.
Some Student Governments have coffee hours from one hour to another one
day a week. Our Student Government doesn't do this because the feeling is that
they want students to feel that they are welcome in the office at any hour of the
day, not just between one and two on Fridays. The office is locat.ed above the Book
Nook (E-2101. The phone extension is 501, 502, and 503. They are here to present
student opinion and concern to the administration. If you have a problem which
isnt covered in this orientation issue, or if you tried to have something done and it
wasn't done, or if you just want a cup of coffee in between classes, please feel free
to visit them.

Media Board
The Media Board is the policy hoard which consists of the .editors or presidents
of each chartered media organization. The organizations under media include:
Que Ondee Sola • Spanish newspaper - MB
Kingsley Clarke 2·102
x.8217
Radio ·

-

WZRD - MB

Rich Martin

E-111

x.441

Aperture (Film Club) - MB
Robert Walker C-620
x.523 ·

Apocalypse (Creative Writing Club I - MB
Elizabeth Libbey C-620
x.523
Yearbook - Relics - MB

Constance Pettinger

B-116

x.350,351

Print . UNI newspaper - MB
Thomas Hoberg

2-027

x.8169

This board works together on planning and budgetiiig in~~events to best suit
the needs of t~e students. Any input is greatly ' appnlciated:' E~ch of the medias
encourage new members each term. The educatidn in terms of experience one can l

If you are interested in joining one or more clubs pleaae feel free to contact the
club president of the faculty advisor !T'beee clubs are open to everyone. Even if
you're not interested in joining, feei flW to join in one or more of the events which
range from a canoe trip to participation in the New York model United Nations,
from attending a national convention to a World War II film, and from Black
Students
to a dance on campus.
·
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DIRECTORY
QUESTION
Academic Advisement

Admissions
Athletics
-Gltnpus Ministry
Career Services
Cashier
Center for Program Development
Board of Governors
Degree (BOG )
El Centro
Extensions and Continuing
Education
Kaskaskia Plan (KP)
Program for Interdisciplinary
Education (PIE)
University Without Walls

OFFICE

University Counseling
Center
Admissions an<!
Records
Physical Education
Department
On-Campus Office
Career Services
Cashier
Program Director
Program Office

Change of Miuor
Check Cashing
Community Services
Commuter Center
Activities Board (CCAB)
Commuter Center
Course Request and Mail
· Reg. Materials
Creative Writing Center

EXT.
361-62

C-li9 -

38 1-84

Gym
0-007

: 481

C-526
C-327

775
351-52
303
421 -22
374-78

Program Office
Program Office

C-326
C-330

452
391-92

Program Office
Program Office

C-632
C-522

537
423-24

Program Office

C-528

427-28

Program Office
Records O(f.i.ce
Records Office
Annex Portable
Records Office
Service Desk
Community Services
Program Advisor

C-520
C-119

4S4
401-04
406

C-119
Auditorium
B-108
E-219

401-04
337
326

CC-207

331-33
406

( UWW)

Women's Studies Program
Change of Address
Change of Class-Drop/Add

ROOM
B·l l S

Central Office
Records Office
Annex Portable
Program Office

B- 117
4-00 1

sos

3307 w.
8129
Bryn Mawr
D•y Care Center
C/D Cott~ge
Soufft of
.558
.
,., .,,
WTTW
-Disabled St-udent 'Advisement ~' ,-·• l University't'ounseling' " B-115·
r 361-62
,,· Center _ . .
- ·- - -- ·
El Centro
. Program Office
C-326
· 452
First Aid
- '
Health Services I
G-138
3S4-S6
Foreign Student Advisement
University Counseling 8-115
361-62
Center
Grades, Grade Report Questions
Records Office
C-119
401-04
Graduate Programs
Graduate Colk,ge
4-029
600-02
Graduation Applications
Records Office
386
Annex Portable
· Health Insurance
.Health Services
G-138
354-56
Information (General)
Information Center
C-100
224-25
·Library Materials/Place to Study
Library
461
Loans/Grants/Scholarship.s
Financial Aid
B-111
341-43
Lo1t and Found
Commuter Center
CC-207
331-33
Office
Parking Violations
Security Annex
West of Lit. -200-03
Theatre
Personal Counseling
University Counseling B-115
361-62·
Center
Pool, F oosball, and Pinball
Game Room
E-050
330
·Games
Relics/Student Yearbook
Staff Office
E-043
511
Safety and -Security
Security. Annex
West of Lit. 200-03
Theatre
Service Desk/Sweet Shop
Auditorium
337
SpecialPrograms
Program Coordinator B-110
395-96
Educational Assistance
Programs
Project Sw:ce11
Program Office
· Office
360
Annex 1
Program Office
ProYectO Pa'lante
B-11S
361
Special ~cea
Program Office
Portable East 33'1
Upward Bound
Program Office
Portable East 394
Student Activities
Program Coordinat6r E-218
323
Student Employment
Financial Aid
B·l 11
3Al-43
Student Goverll'ment .
Student Senate Office E-214
501
Student Newspapen
Print
Staff Office
E-049
508
Q~ _
Ondee Sola
Staff Office
E-041
514
Student Organizations and Oubs Student Act\vities
E-218
323
Student Teaching
Program Director
4-040
633
Textbooks ·and Supplies
Book Nook
Village .
, 337-38
Square
Transfer Student-0-edit
Records Office
386
Evaluation
Annex Portable
Typewriters
Typing Room
E-047
Uptown Center
Program Office
4403 N.
777
Sheridan
Veteran Affairs
Veteran Coordinator
Program Office
0-009
Veteran Representative
Program Office
0-008
Vocational Counseling and
University Counseling B-115
. Testirig
Center
Withdrawal from University
Recprds Office
406
Annex Portable
Women's Services
Women's Services
B-114
WZRD (88.3 FM) Student
Studio
E-059
Radio Station
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Student Affairs
Director's
Office
The Office of the Director of
Student Affairs is a broad
umbrella covering many services that might just make our
educational, if not total lives a
bit easier when some of the
proverbial r., '.n falls into them.
'fhere are nine major areas
of concern (highlighted on
surrounding pages), plus more
than that number of subdivisions that come under the care
of this office. Vice President
Daniel Kielson is not a highly
visible person to the student
body , arid, · because of the
nature of his job, shouldn't be.
His role of one of duality, that
of administrator/omsbudsman.
Dr. Kielson is responsible to
the administration to make
·sure that all areas under him
function, continue to grow to
meet changing needs, and are
accountable for their actions ;
he is also a self-proclaimed
advocate of student needs and
tries to help the administration
put together a total education- .
ill surrounding _ social,
emotional and physical _ so
that the reality of education is
accessible and tak~s prece_dence over the process/game
which confronts us daily.
Should you ever need the
services of this office, having
first exhausted · all limits of
help available from aiiy of the
Specifl·c areas of 1'ts control, it
l· s located in room B-104.
Phone extensions are 320-1-2.

University
Counseling
Center
· "The University Counseling
Center tries to meet the total
needs of the individual,"
according
to
Barbara·
Behrendt, acting director.
Don't let that scare you ·off what Ms. Behrendt means is
not that the staff will. try to
remake ·you, but that they are
trained to help you discover ·
what all of the irritant sources
<>f a problem are, so that the
problem can be worked on and
&0lved, not just glossed over.
This applies .to simple queries
and one or two session visits
as well as to extended term
counseling. In effect, they
want to do the most that they
can for you in the time · that
they spend with you.
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT
Academic advisement ineludes assisting students in
the interpretation of university
policies and scholastic regulations, orientation or freshmen
and transfer students, and
probationary counseling.
Counselors are available ,to
help the student plan an
appropriate course program. ,

· This service is provided pn·
marily for students who have
not yet decided upon a major
program of study. After this
decision is made, a faculty
advisor in the subject area
that the student has chosen
will direct the student regarding the. program · which must
be followed from that time on.
Assistance is also provided ,
for students who are having
academic difficulties that have
resulted in their being placed
on probation. Both counselor
and student review the situa- ·
tion together and decide upon
a course of action by which the
student may overcome the
circumstances which have contributed _to his/her probationary status and thereby return
his/her record to good standing.

on-campus agency for internUniversity Counseling Center ship and field work in
service areas . The · foreign Women's Services;
6; To sponsor and co-sponstudent advisor functions as a
storehouse of referrals and as a sor workshops, . seminars and
liaison between the ·foreign . conferences in order to exstudent and the Department of amine alternative life styles,
Immigration. The advisor career opportunities, quality
helps students with matters child care, community, city
concerning the extension and and state resources, etc.;
7. To assist women's groups
renewal of visas, status changes and general academic and and organizations both on and
language problems. The ad- off campus.
visor also provides students
To help explore the changwith the necessary forms for ing role of women, serve as
permisssion to work and for advocate, and to stimulate
return to the university after a positive action, the following
are among the services providvisit outside of the country.
Counseling Center hours are ed by the Women's Services
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday office:
through Friday, and W ednesA. Assistance and referral day evenings from 5:30 p.m. to in the areas of:
8:30 p.m. The office is in room
Academic Counseling
B-115 and the phone extension
Birth Control
is 364.
Career Planning
PSYCHOLOGICAL
Child
Care
COUNSELING
Counseling
Psychological counseling ofFinancial Problems
fers a helping relationship
Health Issues
which may range from shortHousing
term crisis intervention to
Lesbian Rights
supportive counseling to inNon-Traditional Programs
volved psychotherapy for stuPregnancy
Women's Services is an
dents • faculty and Staff· The
Scholarships
services are aimed at helping office in flux. It cannot be all Welfare
People to gal· n · a better things_ to all women, but it can
Women's Activities
understanding of who they are, try to be aware and sensitive Women's Rights
while focusing on personal to their need, to help when it
growth as well as interpersonal can and to refer people to
B. Direct advisement to
relations . . A wide variety of those who can when it can't.
women's organizations on' concerns are brought to the
Director Marge Witty says campus;
, atte1.1tion. qf, personal,,~unsel- . th&t most .problems that the
C. Assis t ance to develop
ors,': ~ofue including interfer- office addresses can be loosely new women 's organizations;
ences with studies, problems grouped into three main
D. Research and Field
with parents, difficulties with categories:
Experience in Women's Sermates and siblings, feelings of
vices (PIE Project that en·
Consciousness ra1s1ng
ables women to earn up to 15
inadequacy• questions
a b ou t
. al 1"den- whether is the 19 year old in credit hours);
personal and vocat ion
E . Kid's Kollege;
tity, a lack of :friend s , no need of advice on
. the academic
.f
d
th
reality
and
career
planning, or
l
direction in 1 e an o er
F. Date and material collecrelated areas. In addition to those women who have already tion in women's issues and
present staff availability, re- had input · or lack of it - into services;
ferral service is also provided · the outer world and need a
G. Crisis intervention
to community and private frame of self-awareness, a
Women who are interested
•
feeling of "I am worth it", this
agencies.
in these or other programs are
topic is vital to all women.
invited
to drop in at the
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
reality problems - all of the
Women's
Services office, room
Vocational guidance pro- basics fall in here; money,
B-114,
or
call
extension 375-6.
vides testing, counseling and/ work (whether jobs or careers),

Women's
Services

or referrals (especially to
Career Services) to students in
search of their vocational
identity. Vocational co'unseling
enables · students to establish
both short · and long range
goals. While some students
have made a career choice by
the time they enter Northeastern, many change their goals.
Students· are encouraged to
make inquiries regarding vocational counseling early in their
university experience. Interview, inventory, and various
tests are employed to help
determine the student's interest pat~s. An evaluation of
the student's educational background, abilities, needs, ternperament and attitudes is
made. Students are assisted in
clarifying the relationship of
these personalized factors to
career information which is
provided .by the Career Services Office.
FOREIGN STUDENT
· ADVISEMENT
Foreign student advisement
provides these students with
counseling in all of the

medical and legal aid, counseling, day care, and so on.
returning women - · these
are usually older women
retuming in increasing numhers, both to ·school·and to the
job market. The. applications
of general problems have
specific additional barriers to
them.
A general statement of
additional purpose and philosophies would include the
following:
1. To assist other · service
programs in redefining and
reassessing the realities of
"Northeastern Illinois -Women;
2. To research and recommend answers for the social
and emotional needs of women
(health, family, career, secual,
financial, legal and political);
To encourage women to
share their analysis of their
own needs;
4. To actively participate in
the planning of new services
and/or the evaluation of
traditional programs;
5. To plan special educational programs and to act as an

Health

and so on); you·re mv1te<1, too.
Just stop at Health Services
and pick up the · p~mphlet
outling their full range of
services, and keep it for future
refernce - you might be
surprised.
Health Services operates
with a hospit~l-like efficiency,
but without the cold, impersonal tone of one. With a
minimal but well-trained staff,
Marion Etten, Coordinator, .
provides more services common and unusual - than
other universities, industries
and public institutions with
comparable funding and facilities.
When a person comes in to
use these facilities, they are
not just given a tonic and
ushered out. more often than
note, they are given both
specific and ·general information, counseling, hand s on
treatment, literature to remind
you of what to do later on, and
referals for additional help _someone has bothered to spend
some time with you. When was
the last time your doctor
wasn't so l;msy · that he could
do that for you?
Office hours are 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday,
or call extension 354-5-6.

Career

Services
Those of us who know what
we want when we enter College
pursue a degree in . that field,
graduate and go out and get a
job are lucky. (Many people
are not that sure of what they
want at any point in their
lives.) More likely, you 're not
quite sure what you want to
get a degree in or want to do
with it when you get it. And,
you might even change yol!-r
goals and even your major one
or more times before you
graduate.
[Cont'd on page 8)

Services
Financial

UNI's Health Service is like
a surprise package - to the
effect that you can get out of it
many things that you hadn't
expected. Sure, if you need an
aspirin or band-aid or sprain
your ankle in the gym, they'll
help you. You say you have
Education is a commodity
periodic dizzy spells and need
which require~ of us both a
a quiet place to recover when
rigid discipline · of mind and
at school _ come on over. You
time, plus the continual investSir, you, think you have V.D.
ment of money with no
but are too embarrased to ask
immediate opportunity to re-·
the family equivalent of Marplace it. It's not uncommon to
cus Welby _ and you; Miss,
rteed help during these times; ,
you say you might be
in fact; two thirds of all
pregnant, well don't waste any
i,tudents at Northeastern remore time; •drop in at room
ceive financial aid of some
G-138.
kind. If you need help now or
The rest of you, with your
anticipate it in the future problems or questions (what is
ask, it won't hurt. However, b~
a pap test and where can I get
sure to apply well in advan~;
o_?e?;_h~w ~- ,l ~ell if I hav\i!,,dq 1 , ·
[Cont'd on page 8)
high
olooq • pres.
s ure and what
, ·
·
.
f
,
1 ~,.
do I do about it if I have it?·,· . .,
what is Sickle Cell disease?

Aid
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meet stan<1ar<1 a<1m1ss1on reservices consist of providing a
quirem en ts . Counseling and
general orientation to the
Director Cliff Hah-alsori"outtutorial -guidance services are
~ ed several';p toj~ fs1 in t he ·. students prior to the start of utilized to motivate and devel. works whose time and funding~ classes, assisting the students op the capacity of these
with course selection in . the
have come to pass this year
students. Help in building
form
of academic advising and
due to the · money made
confidence and developing adehelping them with the entire
The Commuter Center pro- available from the sale of the
quate study habits is al~
registration process.
per and the areas under its Book Nook inventory to
provided on an individual or
Once enrolled in their classcontrol make up a group of Follett's.
small group basis. Project
es,
the students can benefit
1. Renovation of Alumni
facili t ies that reach all of
Success 'is a program that
from the following services:
UNI's student, faculty and Hall-screens and proj ectors
offers Motivation plus CapaPersonal counseling, further
will be insta~ed and storage
administrative population.
city plus Opportunity to equal
academic advisement, career
Housing and spac~ alloca- doors built in to cover the
development planning, tutor- Success.
tion covers all of the tempor- section where tables and chairs
The coordinators of Project
ing in courses that present
ary meeting rooms, the audito- are stored.
Success feel that it is vital to
problems, assistance with the
rium, .alumni hall, as well as
be available to students; basic
2. Three 25 " color t ele completion of financial aid
the permanent office locations visions will be installed in the
hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
forms , and a variety of
for st udent g r oups - the lounger area of the Commuter
Monday through Friday. The
informative workshops. Most
Senate, CCAB , and Media Center - each will be tuned to ·
office is located in the annex
importantly, the student is
Row. All of the food service a separate network station.
building, room OA-1 , and
encouraged to think of the
area s - the cafet eria , t he 3. An elev ator will be
phone extensions are 360-5-6.
Special Services offices as a
Golden Eagles Room , the installed so that handicapped
However, no appointment is
centralized problem-solving reHeritage Room, the Unicorn, students can reach the Student
necessary ; just drop in and
source. Whatever problems
the snack bar. in the Science Affairs area above the Book
someone· will be there to serve
they encounter, students
Building - and also, the Book Nook.
should feel free to bring them you.
Nook and t he Day Care
4. A music listening lounge
to the office for assistance.
Center, come under this board with headphones tuned to 4 or
However, you need not have a
of control. Physical mainten- 5 basic FM stations:
problem to drop in - the
ance, planning and operations · 5. A federal grant will make
facility should be thought of as
are the functional role of . the a hot food program for the
a student center as well.
Commuter Center.
Day Care Center possible.
For further information
Other services offered by the
about Special Services, write,
Commuter Center include: all
stop in at the office vending service throughout
Portable East - or call
Upward Bound is a yearthe university ; t he 10 coinextension 339 and ask for round program sponsored by
operated copiers in the main
Francene Bean, Director, or Northeastern and the U.S .
building and · t he Library ;
Mayra Perez-Arriete, Counsel- Department of Education .
locker rentals ; free typing
or.
This unique program is cl.esignroom ; the game room ; I.D.
ed to meet the needs and
card services; and the leasing
The Special Services ~ro·
experiences of one of the most
of the formerly school-operated
gram is designed to give
neglected sectors of American
Book Nook.
supportive services to incomsociety, the Hispanic-AmeriPayment for operations
can·youth. The program seeks
ing freshman students. These
comes from the pro.fit of
to help low~income students
students are eligible for the
several of the above functions
program if he or she fall into
who are in their , sophomore,
- food services ; vending and
one of the following categories:
junior and senior years of high
Project
Success
is
designed
copiers; and the Book Nook.
limited English-speaking abili-. to help members of inner~city
school to prepare themselves
You r Commuter Center fee
ty (Latino or other ); low-in- minority groups. Those stufor a college education and a
goes to pay back the principal
come (any race); physically dent s selected t9 participate ' · pf ofess ibh llt:•ear eei-~~-CFasses
· on the bond money used to
disabled, and educationally or
will be especially designed to
build the center, and a HUD culturally deprived. Available have academic potential but
strengthen skills in English,
lack
the
nE!':essary
skills
to
grant t akes care of the
Science, Math and Reading. In
interest.
addition , they will attend
group sessions for leadership
[Cont'd from page 7)
[Cont'd from page 7)
development, cultural enhancement, recreational activities,
Wherever you fall into this it takes time to evaluate all the
as well as for further _developbroad spectrum of possibili- forms each individual must fill
ment of their academic skills.
ties Career Services can help out.
The
Financial
Aid
Office,
The office is located in the
you. Its major thrust has been
Portable East; phone extenmuch like a re_ference library : headed by George W!3St, is
sion is 339. Ask for Mrs.
the assimilation of information open weekdays, except Wednesday,
from
8:30
a.m.
to
4:30
Carmencita
Maldonado, 'Dirand the placing in the hands of
p.m. They are located in room
ector
or
Mr.
Efrain Ortiz,
the seekers has composed a
B-111 and the phone extension
Assistant Director.
great deal of their function .
is 341. Forms for the basic aid
This is especially true for those
battery, as listed below, are
who already have a degree and
available at the office:
want to know where the johs
Seri:i11g .r11cmlmt char1. Illinois Monetary A ward
are.
Career Services can give
br.oiled and de/i-t)'pe
2. UNI " Talented Student"
these persons this information,
.randzdchc.r
Grant
as well as help them to put a
3. Basic Educational Oppor·and·
resume together and to give
tunity
Grant
Over 2 1 Flarorr of beer ~ tips on how to interview.
4. Supplementary Educafnr tht dircemlng
However, for those _that
toinal Grant
lorer 11( breu
come earlier in their college
5. National Direct Loans
careers, this office can repre··s·• Dra11ghtr: Black
- 6. Illinois Guaranteed Loans
sent a part of their learning
Label. T11borf!.. Ba.u Ale.
These are the most commonly
process. A person can investiDab. Prchorr Dark. ~ gate many potential fields o·f used forms of aid, however,
counselors are available to help
Harp. G11ine.u Strmt.
itnerest, learn what qualificayou explore the realm of
· ,·, Car/rim;(!_ Light 1,
tions are necessary for a given
private and business / indusjob and where the best place to
~ Alw · Wi11e.r c111d All
trial scholarships which often
fulfill them is, and can find out
Cncktailr
go unused. Counseling seswhat geographic locations pro"Tirn R()f1m.r'' - · Ca.rual.
sions are available by appointvide the best opportunities for
.relf-.rerria- in {,-fJl!t: re·
ment.
which professions, and so on.
/axed dining i11 hack
Thus, when you finally earn a
WANTED : At tract ive
degree, it will probably be one
"PAN INN"
females
to work as
that
you
'll
be
able
to
live
with
Exc/11.rire/y Chicago '. r
and
be
happy
about
and,
models
with
phot oFirrt Home of Carirberg
you 'll be pursing a career , not
graph er fo r portf oli o
I.if.ht hefl" !J /1 Draught
just a job.
s a m p l e s a nd p ri n t
To
find
ou
t
more
abou
t
compet ition . Dance ex3407 WEST
specific services, career days,
perience helpful but
BRYN MAWR
and who-to workshops sponnot necessary . Rate :
sored by Career ·servic.es; stop
$20 for 3 hrs . Call Al
in at B-117, Monday through
Busch auer evenings.
Friday from 9 to 4.
763-4715.

Commuter
Center

Upward
Bound

Special
Services·

Project
Success
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Satellite
Centers
As the off-campus centers
continue to expand support
services to their students, the
coordination of these satellite
centers become critical to the
Office of Community Services,
which fosters the university's
firm committment fo community interaction.it is obvious
that UNI must become more
involved in conununity interaction and encourage a strong
liason between the main
campus and outside agencies.
In the large multi-ethnic
port of entry of Uptown-Lakeview, the university supports
the Uptown Peoples Field
Center. It was developed
around the belief that our
inner city community organization and an institution of
higher education can work
together to develop a community service program as well as
an academic program designed
to relate to the needs of the
community. For further information contact Sam Lopez,
acting Director, at extension
777.

Helping to provide the
services offered through the
Division of Student Affairs to
those students attending the
Center for Inner City Studies
is Jerry Waters. The Center
for Inner City Studies was the
first innovative unit of Northeastern Illinois University.
Through the College of Education, the Center offers the
degrees of Bachelor of Arts in
Elementary . Education with a
' 'majot in I:nner · City Studies:
' Bachelor of Arts ~
mInner City
Studies for those students not
intending on teaching; Master
of Arts in Inner City Studies;
in addition to operating federally-funded projects and adult
education activities. For further information, contact Jerry
Waters
, counselor, at t he
1
Center - 268-7500.
,
El Centro, located at 2524
W. Altgeld, is the university's
outreach - into the Latino
community. With' a location in
the northwest area of Chicago
that is easily accessible to
residents of Westtown, El
Centro staff offer programs
with special appeal to the
Spanish-speaking community.
These would include credit and
non-credit courses and pro. grams designed to help orient
community residents to higher
education. For further information, contact Jose ·Acevado,
Director, on-campus at extension 452 or at the Center,
384-1766.
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ife Styles
Answers

Questions
Well, you're out of high
school; and you're about to
start college! Shouldn't you
make the best of it? For, you
know, it is the final plateau
before you encounter the real
world! Hopefully, these questions, for thought, will help
you adjust to your new
environment. They should also
help you develop a college
lifestyle that will bring you a
successful career.
1. Are you an early bird, or do
you like to sleep late? (Do you
really class at 8:00 p.m.?)
2. How do you expect to get to
school? (If you hare a bus
rider, will this limit you, as far
as, having a job or participating in extra-curricular activities?)
3. 'How much concentrated
study time do you rieed? (Is it
a good idea to take 15 hours?)
4 . Are ym; a shy and
withdrawn . person? Are you
interested in an extra-curricular activity that might help
you to become a more
outgoing person?
5. Po you want to meet new
people? Do you know how to
break into a new crowd? ;
6 . What · kind of . phy sical
-environment make~ yo~ .'ipost
comfortable? (Is it necessary
to find a nice spot somewhere?
Do you know where one is at
in UNI?)
7. If you have a job off
campus that you started last
year, is it still convenient for
you to keep it; or is it time for
you to find a new job?
8. If you have specific
interests, would you like to
meet people just like you?
9. What . kind of d\lting
situation do you prefer, groups
of friends, or more intimate
settings?
10. If you· live at home, will
there be a problem with
curfew, car privileges, etc:?
11. Do you have any children,
or do you expect to have any
during your college career? Do
you know how this will work
out for you? Do you know
what services are available, to
you, on campus, that deal with
this subject?
12. Are you married, or do you
plan to be married while you
are in college?
We · hope that these ques·
tions will be helpful in your
quest towards a successful
college career. G.ood luck!

Lifestyle merely means how
you respond to your environment. Student Activities can
help you explore those responses by offering you the
opportunity to participate in
any one of over 100 clubs and
over 300 events each year.
1. If you're a slow starter in
the morning and have arranged for your classes to
begin late, perhaps you'd
enjoy a club that allows you
the flexibility of participating
on your own schedule. Any
club requiring office hours ,
practice time, or preparation
time would be interested in a
student that wanted to participate only between 9:00 a.m.
and 11:00 a.m. Very often
these hours are hard to cover
by some clubs and your
participation would be considered generous.
2. Transportation or lack of
it doesn't have to be a
problem. By joining a ch1b
you '11 meet people and make
friends. One of the benefits of
friendships is travelling together. Those who drive alone
may eventually form a car
pool. The key to this adjust·
ment is forming good, solid,
and dependable friendships
and not taking the drive or the
drivee for granted.
3.- Responding .t o the st1Jdy
question is not all sitting in
the library or a lonely study
room . UNI has academic
related clubs who assemble for
the purpose of further study
into their subject area. Perhaps by joining one of these
groups not only can your
academic question be answered but perhaps deeper
meaning can be revealed to
you through your participation
· in the group.
4. Do you think being shy
should be a good reason not to
participate with others? Do
you like be!ng shy and reject
the possibility of being changed? If you answered no and ·
yes, then you're in luck.
Certain clubs need people who
are concentrated thinkers and
avoid crowds, people who have
a specific talent that may not ·
be necessarily people oriented.
That is ap activity for you. On
the other hand, those who
want to change their shy
image may· prefer a club that
requires one to be spontan·
eous, respond to crowds, and
open and responsive to strangers.
5. Are you an expert at

"hanging out"? If you come on
a regular basis at a consistent
hour, you may discover others
who "hang out" like you do.
The game room, the unicorn,
the cafeteria, the gray mega·
forms, are all "hang outs."
These spots even have activities brought to them special
delivery such as television,
Village Square performances,
and film series. "Hanging out"
could be the most versatile and
informational activity UNI
offers.
7. Working and going to
college can be rough. But some
UNi activities employ students right on campus. A
special skill can get you a
student aide position; financial
status offers you the possibility of work-study. Clubs like the
Yearbook or Print will train
you to aide you in developing
and qualifying for a paid
position. Working • and going
to college can be rough, but
working in your favorite
activity is a piece of cake.
8. Identifying special interests .:an be difficult. Special

10. Parents, cars and cur·
fews, somehow seem to clash
more when you're at college.
Inviting parents to school to
see your club's office or a
program presentation may
help explain those late hours
on the campus. Carrying
literature home and asking
parents to help in assembling
club materials may also be a

FOLLETT's
BOOK NOOK
(YOUR On-campus Bookstore)

Welcomes all new students
to Northeastern

OPEN
Mon.-Thurs.
8:30-6:30
Friday
8:30-3:30

(

I

COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student
Rate" subscription cards at this campus. Good
income, no selling involved. For inform<!tion &
application write to: Mr. D. DeMuth, 3223 Ernst
St., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.
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Visit the Student Activities Office M-f, 9:00 a .m to 5:00 p.m.,
E-221. Joan Nordberg, Director. Janice Dawson, Advisor.
Maria Ramirez, Secretary. Mary Williams, Counselor.

Ir ---------------,I
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help. The main thing to
remember is if you're growing
up and becoming active at
college, it doesn 't have to
mean locking parents out and
building a wall. UNI activities
are open to everyone.
11 & 12 . Marriage and
children don 't have to interfere
with your participation either.
You may only be able to
participate 1 or 2 hours a
· week, or you might be the club
typist and do most of your participating at home. Whatever
you choose re-m ember not to
lock the others in your family
out. Their support can be
essential to your success.
These 12 questions and
responses are the result of
many observations of students
in activities. There are many
more possibilities, but these
seem to be the most crucial
-life-style questions. Now let
me ·p ose one more directly to
you ... Have you thought about ·
your lifestyle and response to
your new environment now
that you're in college?
by Janice Dawson

interest clubs do not attempt
to advertise the names, and
generally maintain a very low
profile. The best way to
indentify these groups would
be to call or come to the
Student Activities Office and
ask for the club president's
name and number and contact
them yourself.
9. Dating doesn't have to be
the problem it may have been
in high schoof. Joining a club
lets you meet people who will
all go out for pizza or a good
beer. If you're 'in the group,
you've participated in a
date. Taking the initiative and
asking others to go places with
you won't label you especially
if you (or they) have the car.
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uestions
and Answers
Can I sell back used books?
The Book Nook does buy back books during finals week. Exact dates are posted.

Advance Placenient
What is Advance Placement Tests?
Advance placement is a program in which high school students can complete
college level studies. Courses offered at UNI are: Art, Biology,· Chemistry,
English, History, French, German, Math, Music, Physics and Spanish.
How can I earn A.P. Credit?
Courses run for one school year, At the end of each course, an examination or
portfolio is required. This plus course work is scored on a scale of 1 to 5. Generally,
· UNI departments will accept a score of 3 or better •for credit placement.
How many credits can be earned this way?
You can earn from 3 to 10 credit hours, depending on the course and your score.

Lost ,and Found
What should I do if I lose something?
Most items are either turned in to Security or the Commuter Center Office (2nd.
floor of the Commuter Center). Check both places.

Check Cashing
Is there some place on camp~s I can cash a check?
Yes, Folletts Book Nook will cash checks.

College Level Exam Program

Are there any rules regarding check cashing?

What is College Level Exam Program?
Clep is a program in which students can complete college courses. The test is
given at Chicago Jr. Colleges, not at UNI. A score of 50% or better is accepted.
The exams cover English, Humanities, Social Science, Math, and Natural Science.
A maximum of 30 semester hours will be accepted towards graduation. For further
information contact Admissions Office, ext. 381.
How do I know what courses will be canied over for my major?
To find out which credits are acceptable to your particular major at UNI, the
department will decide which can be used for graduation. If there are any
questions about the evaluations given to you, contact the Office of Evaluations.

ThPers_onal checllks up to $25 -can be cashed. Write checks to Folletts Book Nook
ere 1s a sma fee for each check.
·

ID's ·
Where do I get an ID card?
Durin_g orientation ID pictures will be taken and the cards will be issued. For
further information, contact Commuter Center, ext. 331.
What should I do if I lose it?
The cost for a second ID is $5.

Grade Point Average

.

How can I learn my grade point average?
1
Once a year a total cumulative will be sent to students. The GPA will be on this.
Otherwise contact The Records office, in the Old Library.

Rides/ Apartlllents

What do l need to stay off probation?
.
A grade of C or GPA of 3.0 must be maintained. Anything lower will place a
student on probation.

If I need a ride or _want to rent an apartment, where can I find information 0 ~ it?
There are Bulletin Boards with this information posted, in Village Square.

What do I do if I find myself on probation?
If you are placed on probation, it is recommended that you consult
counselor assigned to you in the Unive~sity Counseling Center, B-115.

the

Ma_jors
If I haven't declared a n.ajor where do I go for help?
The University Counseling Center (B-115) will help anyone who has not yet
decided on a major.
How do I declare a major?
On the course request form, which is filled out at registration, there is a space
where students write in their major. Each department is notified of those students
who have decided their areas as their major. Therefore, if _a students decided 01
changing major programs, both the new department and the old departmen
should be notified. Forms to do this are available in the department as well as th
University Counseling Center, B-115, and the Records Office.

Pass/Fail
How do I get on Pass/Fail?
Any undergraduate on good stu11ding may complete the form in the record office
during the 10th week of the trimester or 5th week of an 8 week term.
What are the requirements concerning pass/fail?
- Students may take any courses that are for the Basic Program requirements or
electives on Pass/Fail. Students can not ·take Pass/Fail for courses required for
their major. No more than 6 hours a trimester or 27 hours total for undergrads.

Textbooks
Whm·can textbooks be p~~?

·: \*

'i; ~;, -· ~ -.j ,\: _: _;.

There is an on campus ?°°~-rt!_- the BA9.k. ~poj_;,:;;:,..ln..,.V~ge Square, and an
offhecamthpus store - Beck s Bookstore, on Bryn Mawr;_Your teacher will ·tell you
w re ey can be purchased.

Library
What are the Library hours?
MoSnday throug_h Thursday: 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Friday 8:00 a.m. to 6·00
p.m. aturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
·

Student, Code of Conduct
Is there a Student Code of Conduct?
Yes, a copy is available in the Student Activities Handbook or the office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs, room B-104.

Game Room/Lockers/Typing Ctr.
What does the Game Room offer?
Pool. billiards, chess, pin-ball, foos ball, kir hockey, ping-pong, electronic games,
bumper pool.
.
·
How do I rent a Locker?
:ou _need your ID or validated bill. We provide the locks. There is a $2 deposit
which 1s returned when the lock is turned back. Rental -is $2 or 3, depending on
Locker size. The ticket booth and/or game room rents them.
What are the typing ~nter hours?
Typing center opens at 8:00 a.m. and to find out when it closes check in the
game room.

English Coillpetency Test '
What is the English Competency Test?
The English Competency Test which consists of both a Reading and
Component, is required of all graduating seniors. It is designed to ensure
graduates have .achieved a certain level of literacy in both areas,
administered once each trimester. For further information contact the
Language Program (room 2-046-046A), ext. 8128 or 8130.

Writing
that our
and is
English
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Sports of All .Sorts
Northeastern Illinois University is a member of the National. Association of
Intercollegiate Athletic (NAIA) and offers a wide range of competitive sports to
students. Intercollegiate athletics is one part of the network of education offered
by the Physical Education department, the others being Physical Education
classes and intramural sports. Intercollegiate Athletics are the ' teams which
compete in conferences with other colleges.
UNI is proud to have eight fine men's sports : baseball, basketball, swimming,
golf, tennis, cross country, hockey, and football. Members of the UNI community
are equally proud to have five fine women's teams: softball, gymnastics, tennis,
volleyball, and basketball.
Recently students yoted to support their teams with a $8.00 per trimester
Athletic fee ($4.00 for part-time students) separate from the $18.00 activity fee
(which funds the club/organizations in the other boards of control).
Students who are interested in trying out for the teams should contact the
appropriate coach at extension 481 qr in the gym. If you're not interested in trying
out for the teams, support UNI's intercollegiate program by attending the games,
pep fests, and homecoming (the schedules of these events are listed on the bulletin
board outside of the gym and will appear in the Print).

Athletic Board • • •
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Need to unwind, relax, meet some new friends, or get better acquainted with
fellow students? Or would you just like a chance to stay in fit? The answer to these
questions is intramural athletics. Intramurals are set up by the Physical Education
department to offer students, who are not involved in intercollegiate athletics, a
chance to compete in a wide range of sports from women's volleyball to men's
football.
.
Intramurals are scheduled between 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursday during the " activity hour". Activity hour is a time set aside when there
are no classes schedules ; this time inables students to take part in various
activities which UNI has to offer.
There are numerous women's, men's, and co-ed intramural sports offered each
trimester. In the fall term (September to December) areco-ed tennis, men's foo tball,
women's volleyball, and men's table tennis and badminton.
The winter ·term (January to April) offers men's basketball, men's volleyball, .
women's table tennis, and women's badminton.
The spring summer term (May thru August) offers men and women a chance to
compete through co-ed volley ball intra~urals. By now the activities ~aye moved
outdoors to complete the cycle, and men's and women's intramural tenrus becomes
popular once again.
If you are interested in participating on any of the teams in intramural athletics
see Margie Jennings for women's intramurals or Ron Faloona for men's
intramurals at ext. 481, or visit them in the gym.
• When classes and teams aren't using the gym facilities, the pool, the weight
training equipment, and tennis courts, they are open at different times of the day
so students can practice or work out individually, or with a friend. This is why
you'll see the gym (located on the East side of the main complex) the center of
activity. The Print publishes a sch~ule of open gym times during the school year ;
students are also encouraged to watch the bulletin board "outside of the gym for
further information on intramurals.

Cross Country Team - AB

Gym

x.481

Pom Pom Girls - AB
Edgar Gangware · M-116

x.566

Isadore "Spin" Salario

Cheerleaders - AB

.
Isadore "Spin" Salano

ii~lta Law requires you to reai.t hi;-7
message be/ore you leave town.

x.481

O.K., this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
Live it up! Have fun! The summer is yours! .
Baseball Team - AB
But some time this summer, like .around August 4th,
Marty Miller Gym x.481
you'd better be ready to see the funniest college
Basketball !feam-tWement----A-H---~----------..--.r--- - -muvie ever creaied.):)on'i blow it!
Linda Lilias

Gym

'

,. G'ym ': ,x.4~1

Basketball Team (Men ) - AB
Isadore "Spin" Salario Gym

x.481

Tennis Team (Women) - AB
Lois Diller Gym x.4Sl
Gold Team - AB
Anthony Schimpf

9
Gym

x.481

Tennis Team (Men) - AB
Isadore "Spin" Salario

Gym

x.481

P.E. Major (Physical Education) - AB
Dolores Petty & Dan Creely
Gym

x.480

Gymnastics Team (Women's Intercollegiate) - AB
Isadore "Spin" Salario Gym
x.481
Softball Team - AB
Isadore "Spin" Salario

Volleyball Team - AB
· Isadore "Spin" Salario
Football T ~ - AB
Dan Lanno
Gym

x.481

Gym

Gym

x.481

x.481

This summer thf! movie ·to see ·will be

·1,.a••····®
KA'Dell&I.

•M1--•L uewt■ ·
A comedy from Universal Picture~

THE t'MTTY SIMMONS · IVAN REITt'MN PRODUCTION
"NATIONAL l...AiVIPOON 'S ANIMAL HOUSE" S,omng JOHN DELUSHI . TIM t'MTHESON
JOHN VERNON , VERNA DLOOM · THOMAS HULCE and
DONALD SUTHERLAND as JENNINGS· Produced by t'MTTY SIMMONS and
IVAN REITt'MN · Music by ELMER DERN STEIN · Wrirten by HAROLD RM\IS,
DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHRIS MILLER · Directed by JOHN LANDIS
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You'll be talking about it~alliwinter!
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KEY TO THE

CAMPUS MAPS

(19} Uni,on for Puerto Rican Students
Academic Affairs Office (25)
(1) Proposed Access Road
(20) Special Programs
Adm inistration Building/Beehive (25)
(2) Tennis Courts
(21) Annex A-Project Success
Administrat ive Affairs Office (25)
(3) General Parking
(22) Annex 8-Record Office/Registration
Admi ssions Office (25)
(4} Security
Center
Alumni Hall (16)
(5) Power Plant
(23) library (Old)
Annex A-Project Success (21)
(6) Mail Room
(24) A-Wing
(7) Receiving Dock · '
Annex B-Record Office / Registration
(25) · Adnrtlnistration Building/Beehive
(8) J-Building
Center(22)
Academic Affairs Office
(9) Music Building
Auditorium (12)
Administrative Affairs Office
(10) Library (New)
A-Wing (24)
Admissions Office
(11 ). Gymnasium/Swimming Pool
.Book Store (15)
Campus Planning
Buffeteria (16)
~
Health Service-First Aid
Dupllcatin9 and Copy Center
(12) Auditorium
Business Office (14)
Personnel Department
(13) Little Theatre
B-Wing (26)
President's Office ·.
Cafeteria {16)
.
(14) Classroom Building
University Relations Office
CampusP!anning (25)
Business Office
(26) 8-Wing
.
Career Services {26)
Cashier's Office
Career Services
Cashier's Office (14) .
College of Education Office
Financial Aid
Computer Service
Classroom Building {14)
Student Affairs Office
College of Arts and Sciences {27)
Graduate College Office
University Counseling Center
Purchasing Office
College of Education Office (14)
Women 's Services Office
Commuter Center (16)
Veteran 's Counseling Center
(27) Sciunce Building
(15) Book Store
Computer Service {14)
ColleQe of Arts and Sciences
(16) Commuter Center
Conference Rooms (16)
(28) WTTW- -Channel 11
·
Day Care Center (17)
Alumni Hall
· (29) Future Campus Expansion-Old
Buffeteria
Development and Public Affairs Office (31 ); 1
Residential School Buildings
Cafeteria
• Duplicating and Copy Center (25)
(30) Recreation/ Athletic Fields
Financial Aid Office {26)
Conference Rooms
(31) Development and Public Affairs Office
(17) Day Care Center
Future Campus Expansion (Old Residentiat:.
(18) Projecto Pa'lente
School Bu ildings) (2_9)

Genera l Parking {3)
Graduate College Office {14)
Gym nasium/ Swimming Pool (11)
Health Service/ First Aid (11)
J-Building (8)
library {New) (10)
library {Old) (23)
Little Theatre {13)
Mail Room {6)
Music Building (9)
Personnel Department (25)
-.Power Plant {5)
_
President's Office (25)
Projecto Pa'lente (18)
Proposed Access Road (1)
· Purchasinq Office (14)
Receiving Dock (7)
,
Recreation/ Athletic Fields (30)
Science Building_(27)
Security (4)
Special Programs (20)
Student Affairs Office (26)
Tennis Courts (2)
Union for Puerto Rican Students {19)
University Counselinq Center (26)
University Relations Office (2~)
Veteran's Counselinq Office (14)
Women's Services Office (26)
WTTW/Channel 11 (28)
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Some of the infotmation contained in this Special Edition of the Print is
incorrect and we would like to take this opportunity to correct it.
Page 3:
The Department of Business and Management office is now located at 4-062 and the
telephone extension is 630.
Page 6:
The following office locations have been changed but their telephone extensions
have remained the same:
Admissions and Records Office - D-101 (Old Library)
Cashier - D-101 - (Old Library)
Records Office - D-101 - (Old Library)
Records Office Annex Portable - D-101 (Old Library)
The following office location and telephone extension ha\Echanged:
Proyecto Pa'lante -

8-110 - extension 395

The following telephone extensions have been changed:
Special Services - extension 397
Upwam Bound - extension 397
Page 7:

It should be noted that the word director in the title Director's Office and
the phrase "The Office of the C'irector of Student Affairs" should read
Vice -President .
.P,age 8:
Under "Satellite Centers" we listed Mr. Jerry Waters as the counselor at the
Center for Inner City Studies. Mr. Waters is no longer with this program and
interested individuals should contact ~s. Ayana Johnson at the Center-268-7500.
Student Affai.rs - Pages 7-8:
Omitted was the article about Proyecto Pa'lante. We would like to apologfze for
this error. Below is the article that should have been included in this section:
PROYECTO PA'LANTE
Proyecto Pa'lante is a program that was designed in 1972 and has had much success
in bringing Latino students with academic potential to Northeastern Illinois
Univers i ty. These students may not meet the standard admission requirements to
the University but have demonstrated potential for higher education.
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Page 2.
St udents in Proyecto Pa'lante reflect all sectors of the Latin-American
population in Chicago and bring to Northeastern Illinois University strong
cultural heritages. Proyecto Pa'lante provides culture relevance to
the student both through academic courses and in co-curricular activities .
The program also assists students with counseling, tutoring and other
necessary support in groups and as individuals and in Spanish as well
as in English. Finally, Proyecto Pa'lante assists the academic
community in relatir.g to the educational needs of Latino student s as \<1ell
as assists the community in obtaining services offered by the University .
The coordinator of Proyecto Pa'lante is Mr. Maximina Torres and
office is located in B-110, extension 395. Students are always
to stop by and see Mr . Torres and if he is not available one of
teacher-counselors will be available in Portabl e P-2, extension

hi s
welcome d
his
8210 .

